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(String). This edition collects in one volume all four concertos that make up "The Four Seasons."
The combined retail value of the component publications that make up this collection (50263030
Spring, 50263040 Summer, 50262990 Fall, 50263000 Winter), at $7.95 each, totals $31.80. This
"Complete" edition is an extraordinary value.
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This series has as always delivered the right score transcriptions, with excellent graphics, very
readable. This also includes a separate booklet for the violin solo, obviously very useful for violin
payers. And last but not least unbeatable price, especially if bundling for free shipping.

I really like this edition. It has the original Vivaldi's description of every part of the concerts. It also
impressed me that the piano book is plastic-covered, making it long-lasting. The print is of very good
quality and the fingerings and bowings for the violin part are nice, some changes need to be done
but just to make your own performing. Overall, I'm very happy with this.

I was not sure if I should buy it, because it looked so small to have all the movements from all four
season.I took a risk and bought it. 3 days later, it came in the mail. I am so please with this!They
also have a separate violin book and a separate piano part WITH the violin.

"Winter" alone is worthy of the purchase of entire collection. The only real criticism I had of "Fall"
had to do with the words - - but the music is good.Played Winter with violin and grand piano - - what
a delightful piece to enjoy working on!

I gave it to my cousin's boyfriend for Christmas because he is great at playing the violin. I thought
he would sound great playing Vivaldi. He was so amazed by it, he was looking through it after
opening it.

I received this as a birthday gift and I love it! It includes the entire song for piano and violin and
doesn't miss a single part. Worth it! (that is if you are willing to sit at the piano or play violin for the
forty some on minutes the song calls for ;))

This is exactly what I was looking for - violin and piano score with seperate violin liftout score. Good
price too!

Exactly what we needed. This is for the advanced or professional and includes the piano as well as
the violin parts. Very pleased.
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